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ABOUT THE CENTRE

Since 1995, the public institution Children Support Centre strives to ensure mental welfare of the Lithuanianchildren by providing effective complex assistance to children and families. The Centre is performing thechildren abuse prevention and intervention; provides assistance to children with behavioural and emotionaldifficulties and for those undergoing psychological crises. The Centre is also operating the programme ‘BigBrothers Big Sisters’ and implementing the programme ‘Second Step’ in Lithuania, spreads and implementsideas of positive parenthood, acts as a methodical centre for specialists’ and volunteers’ preventive workwith children, young people and families, and provides psychological services to the residents andorganisations of the country.
Today the Centre is operating four main programmes: ‘Big Brothers Big Sisters’, ‘Second Step’, ‘Centre forChildren – Victims of Abuse and Violence’, and ‘Positive Parenting’. The Centre also provides thepsychologist’s services to the residents and organisations. Find below more details about each of theprogrammes and about the projects implemented in 2012-2013.
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PROGRAMME “BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS” (www.bbbs.lt)

The programme ‘Big Brothers Big Sisters’ is the oldestprogramme of the Centre - it has been operating since thefoundation of the organisation in 1995.The substance of the programme is the voluntary, personalhelp to children - a thoroughly selected and speciallytrained volunteer personally communicates with a 7-14years old child assigned to him and helps him to overcomevarious everyday life and small psychological difficulties.For Children who participates in the programme needssupport because of different reasons, they maybe havesuffered from violence, are living in foster homes, feelslonely, spending too much time without adult supervisions,lacking social skills, individual attention, maybe havedevelopment difficulties or difficulties to adapt in theschool.Communication between the adult and the child issupervised and consultations are provided by specialists(psychologists, social workers, and others). Theprogramme is helping those who lack individual and long-term support as well as a positive example of an adult. Friendship with a friendly and responsible elderfriend helps the child to become stronger, raise his self-esteem, he learns how to interact friendly, take careof himself and the ones around him, overcome various crises in the family or at school.The Children Support Centre also trains and consults co-ordinators from other Lithuanian towns working involuntary children support programmes according to the model of ‘Big Brothers Big Sisters’.
Projects and activities in 2012–2013In 2012-2013, the help was provided to 302 children in the programme ‘Big Brothers Big Sisters’.In 2012-2013 54 adults, of them 37 women and 17 men, were selected, trained as volunteers and becameBig friends in the programme ‘Big Brother Big Sister’.55 new friendships were started in 2012-2013. The volunteers of ‘Big Brothers Big Sisters’ spent more than13000 hours of their free time with the children.
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23 events dedicated for strengthening friendships between children and volunteers were organised. 15volunteers’ clubs – meetings, creative afternoons, psychological and social learning afternoons, film-watching events (20 children and volunteers participated); 6 festivals (for the start and end of the schoolyear, and Christmas), where 120-150 children and volunteers took part, and 2 summer camps, where 25-30children and volunteers participated, were organised.The volunteers went to the youth exchange training camp of the European Union programme Youth inAction in Czech Republic. During ‘Hero’s Journey’ volunteers acquainted with different motivation methodsfor a young man.
The Project ‘Expansion of Big Brothers Big Sisters in Lithuania’. The objective of the project is toexpand the programme ‘Big Brothers Big Sisters’ to other Lithuanian towns. Even 11 Lithuanian towns, suchas Kaunas, Jonava, Mažeikiai, Joniškis, Utena, Molėtai, Vilnius, Alytus, Marijampolė, Šiauliai, and Panevėžysreceived trainings to their new coordinators in the programme.
The Project ‘Let’s Help the Migrant Children to Adapt’. The objective of the project is to helpchildren who undergo adaptation crisis due to emigration or immigration, help them to overcome theadaptation crisis and its outcome, encourage integration in the new environment by creating long-termsupporting relationships in ‘Big Brother Big Sisters’. The project provided help to children who had themigration experience in such countries as Canada, Russia, Poland, the Ukraine, the Great Britain, Ireland,and Israel.
The Projects for summer camp ‘I Am Learning from an Elder Friend’ and ‘Rest for Growth’.The objective of the project is to make childrenengaged in summer camp, provide children with anopportunity to change their environment and spendmore time outside surrounded with nature, as wellas educate socially, learn to care about others, newways to have fun, take care of oneself, raise self-esteem, develop skills in arts and sports, meet newfriends.
The project ‘Young Volunteers: When if not Now ’. The objective of the project is to attract and trainyoung people of active volunteering in the Children Support Centre, increase a number of guys volunteersin the programme ‘Big Brothers Big Sisters’, and thus improve the possibilities to help Vilnius citizens.
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The project ‘VoluME - Voluntary Mentors: Voluntary mentoring and partneship projects as an

effective pathway for learning’. The objective of the project is to maintain and strengthenorganizations which implements voluntary mentoring programmes. To create and give access to the wholenecessary information necessary to implement and coordinate programmes, that their help for youngpeople be more effective. To make a publication about different mentoring experience in Europe.
The initiative ‘A Week without TEASING’. As partners we took part in the initiative organised by‘Children Line’ arranging the national competition for ‘the Most Beautiful Friendship Story’. We received 549creative works from education institutions from the whole Lithuania.

Programme sponsorsThe BBBS programme in 2012-2013 wassponsored by: TEO LT AB, the Western UnionFoundation, UAB TOKS, public institutionChildren’s Rest, public institution Good WillProjects (www.aukok.lt), the General JonasŽemaitis Military Academy of Lithuania, the StateYouth Theatre of Lithuania, Cinema Skalvija, thecharity and support fund Food Bank, the EuropeanCommission, Domino Theatre, Nestle, Vilnius BusStation and Lithuanian residents who assigned 2per cent of their income tax.
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PROGRAMME “SECOND STEP”

In 2004, implementation of the programme preventing children aggressive behaviour ‘Second Step’ wasstarted in Lithuanian schools. Expansion of the programme in Lithuania in 2012-2013 was supported aspart of the project ‘Creation of Safe Environment at School’ by the Ministry of Education and Science.
Objectives of the programme – the programme is dedicated to children emotional and social learning.These are the lessons integrated in the common school curriculum given by a specially trained teacher.During the lessons, children learn to understand themselves and others, calm themselves, control impulses,and apply appropriate decision making ways. Children acquire a possibility to grow psychologically, beresistant, develop necessary social-emotional skills and become part of the healthy, successful and co-operating future society.

Training218 teachers from 98 schools were trained in 2012. 48 new schools joined the training. 216 teachers from98 schools were trained in 2013. 22 new schools joined the programme. From the beginning of theprogramme till now, there were 1669 teachers from 453 Lithuanian schools who joined the programme.In the last years, when entering the programme, the teachers already know that the social-emotionallearning is not only significant but necessary at school. Headmasters and subject teachers can evaluatesuccess of the programme ‘Second Step’ by observing the big changes in the fifth graders. The children whoparticipated in the programme ‘Second Step’ in the upper grades were evaluated as brave, active, able to
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understand and evaluate the situation, avoid conflicts, and in case of a conflict, find socially acceptablesolutions.As in previous years, it was noticed that the successful teachers are the ones who work consistently andsystematically, using the material and recommendations received in the ‘Second Step’ training.
Spread of the ProgrammeDuring 2012, we visited and introduced the programme to 6 education centres. Teachers, schoolheadmasters and representatives of education divisions of municipalities took part in the presentations thatwere held in Biržai, Kupiškis, Tauragė, Vilkaviškis, Kaišiadorys, and Kelmė.6 new education centres were introduced to the programme in Šilutė, Pagėgiai, Kuršėnai, Raseiniai, Joniškis,and Kvėdarna in 2013.On 28 November 2013, the programme was introduced at the international conference in Riga ‘Role ofAdults in Providing Emotional Welfare of Children’. On 29 November, the seminar ‘Degrading Treatment inKindergartens and Elementary School and Second Step: Social Emotional Learning and Prevention ofAggressive Behaviour’ was held in NGO ‘Dardedze’.

Supervisions and best practice4 programmes were performed in 2012–2013.
Supervisions of the managers-consultants. Participants shared their insights on the programme,discussing the faced difficulties when working with the ‘Second Step’ programme, they prepared newmaterial for presentation of the programme and shared their opinion about the potential and success of theprogramme.
Sharing best practice. Gražina Žemaitienė made a presentation on ‘Possibilities of the Social Emotional
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Learning Programme ‘Second Step’ and How to Use them Working with the New Primary EducationProgrammes’ at the national primary education teachers’ conference ‘Work Experience with the NewPrimary Education Programmes’ at Gelgaudiškis secondary school in Šakiai district; she also introduced theprogramme to Vilkaviškis primary education teachers.Rita Bakšienė and Aistė Vaikšnorienė introduced the programme ‘Second Step’ at the conference ‘PreventiveProgrammes for Creation of Safe Emotional environment at School’ in Seimas of the Republic of Lithuania(the conference was described in www.15min.lt).Valdonė Šimonytė introduced the programme for headmasters of education institutions in Kupiškis district(the event was described at www.kupiskis.lt; news archive 28.05.2012). The same manager-consultantmade the presentation ‘Child’s Social and Emotional Skills – Beautiful Communication and Success in FutureLife’ at the national primary education teachers’ conference ‘Creative Communication and Cooperation inModern Education (Learning) Process’ at Jokūbavas Aleksandras Stulginskis basic school in Kretinga district.Rasa Blikertienė made the presentation ‘Social Emotional Learning Programme ‘Second Step’ in Our Life’ atthe methodical conference ‘Creation of Safe Environment’ at Vincas Kudirka progymnasium in Šiauliai.All the managers-consultants introduced the programme to parents in order to include them into thechildren educating environment.
Participation in the international meeting. On 14-17 April 2013, two specialists from the ChildrenSupport Centre took part in the international social emotional learning programme participants Consortiumin Seattle, the USA, where they shared their experiences, acquired new knowledge on programmeenhancements, research and met the like-minded people.

Programme sponsorsIn 2012-2013, spread of the programme ‘Second Step’ was supported by the Ministry of Education andScience of the Republic of Lithuania and public institution Children Support Centre.
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PROGRAMME “POSITIVE PARENTHOOD” (www.pozityvitevyste.lt)

The programme ‘Positive Parenthood’, which is carried out already for four years, is successfully spreadingthe ideas of positive parenthood and significance of early childhood. Together with partners, the positiveparenthood programmes ‘Growing Together’, ‘Formation of Secure Attachment’, ‘Teaching EfficientParenting Skills’ and others were started to be created and implemented.The programme has its website (www.pozityvitevyste.lt), which is regularly renewed and supplementedwith new information.
Main projects in 2012-2013

“Smack Free Home for Every Child” (2011-2012)Since the spring of 2011, the Children SupportCentre together with partners from the SocialActivities and Practices Institute in Bulgaria, theNobody’s Children Foundation in Poland, CentreDardedze in Latvia carried out the two-year project‘Smack Free Home for Every Child’.
The objective of the project is to ensure safe early childhood with the help of specialists’ co-operation inprevention and intervention, encourage development of parenthood skills and changes in the attitudetowards raising children without using violence in Lithuania.
Activities of the Project:

 During the project, the parenthood skills development programme and the book ‘Replacing Smacks –how to Raise Children in Love and Respect’ were drafted; 95 Lithuanian specialists and 240 parentswere trained following the parenthood sills development programme in the whole of Lithuania. Twoeducational films on taking care of 0 to 3 year old children were prepared: ‘Do Not Shake a Baby’ and
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‘How to Raise a Child Without Corporal Punishments’, book of advices for parents and specialists‘Growing Together’ and the booklet ‘Protect Me, I am Small’.
 In 2012, a social campaign against using corporal punishment against babies and small children‘Protect Me - I am Small’ was implemented. The campaign used promotional films and other material

(See section Social Campaigns).

 During the project, we strived to encourage cooperation between governmental, municipalities andnon-governmental organisations in the field of children protection. We called threeinterdepartmental meetings and made the report ‘Lithuanian Kids’ about children’s health protection,social and educational policy and legal status.
 We organised the seminar ‘Early Identification of Small Children Suffering Lack of Attachment,Emotional, Physical or Sexual Violence and Prevention. Possibilities to Encourage PositiveParenthood’ (2011).
 The Children Support Centre and the Social Activities and Practices Institute in Bulgaria, ‘Dardedze’Centre in Latvia, HoSt – Home-Start in Czech Republic and Home-Start in Hungary and Nobody’sChildren Foundation in Poland issued the booklet on the best practices based on internationalexperiences - ‘How to Protect Families with Small Children: Inspiring Best Practices’.The project was sponsored by European Commission.

“Let’s Protect and Safeguard Early Childhood” (September 2011 – September 2012)

Objectives of the Project: to create the earlychildren protection and intervention system thatwould help to protect small children from neglectand violence.
Project activities:

 A training programme for families and single parents, pregnant mothers was drafted.
 Child’s security and formation of safe attachment.
 Training programme for the parents of small children ‘Acquisition of Efficient Parenthood Skills’ wasdrafted.
 6 municipalities specialists were trained. During the whole project period, they worked with 50pregnant families of risk group striving to ensure safe baby’s beginning at home.
 The national conference “Let’s Protect and Safeguard Early Childhood,” was organised for allspecialists working with small children (2012).Project was sponsored by: World Childhood foundation.
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“Empowering Families with Children to Overcome Crises” (July-December 2013)

Objectives of the Project: to provide complex assistance to parents in overcoming family and childrenupbringing crises by expanding the parents’ knowledge and developing their skills to overcome family andchildren behavioural and emotional problems.
Project activities:

 Training cycle on security and resistance in complex situations ‘Training Pre-school and SchoolChildren in Security and Resistance to Crises’ was created.
 Positive parenthood training programme helping parents better understand how to overcome crises inthe family and nurture children ‘Positive Parenthood Training to Parents who Undergo a Crisis’ wascreated.
 34 parents received knowledge and skills about overcoming family crises and positive parenthoodmethods.The project was sponsored by the Ministry of Social Security and Labour of the Republic of Lithuania.

“Prevention of Mental Disorders in Pre-school and Primary School Children”

(July-December 2013)

Objectives of the Project: train the healthprotection specialists, psychologists and socialpedagogues working in educational institutions toperform the prevention of children mental disordersbased on strengthening the mental health of pre-school and primary school children anddevelopment of their security skills.
Project activities:

 47 specialists participated in the training and were trained to carry out the prevention programme formental health disorders on the basis of activities that would develop a sense of security in children.During the training, the specialists received knowledge about children behavioural and emotionaldisorders, how to identify them and were trained to strengthen children emotional, psychological
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resistance and security skills. The specialists were also trained how to apply immediate interventionmeasures in case there is a suspicion of violence and abuse and spread knowledge about violence andabuse prevention at school community.
 The trained specialists were provided with supervisions-consultations on implementation of theprogramme of mental disorder prevention for pre-school and primary school children, as well as aboutthe faced questions and difficulties.The project was sponsored by the Ministry of Health of the Republic of Lithuania.

“Complex Programme of Prevention of Pre-school Children Behavioural Disorders

and Early Intervention” (August-December 2013)

Objectives of the Programme: together with parents and specialists, create and implement the programmepreventing behavioural and emotional disorders in children in order to improve their mental health, ensurenormal psychological development and avoid potential long-term negative consequences to the child’smental health.
Programme activities:

 During the project, specialists from 5 Vilnius city pre-school education institutions took part intrainings where they received knowledge and skills needed for prevention and identification of thebehavioural disorders of pre-school children and apply appropriate intervention in case of child’sbehavioural and emotional disorder. The specialists were trained about the children needs and thereasons of behavioural difficulties and developed skills needed for efficient solution of the facedchildren behavioural problems and assurance of healthy mental development of the children.
 Parents of the pre-school children participating in the project were invited to take part in the ‘Trainingfor Development of Efficient Parenthood Skills’. 4 training groups were formed. The objective of thetraining was to provide parents with direct knowledge and parenthood skills empowering them to raisechildren safely and successfully, find effective solution to the faced children behavioural difficulties,create strong mutual connection with children that would encourage normal development of the child’smental health.The project was sponsored by Vilnius City Municipality.
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„CENTRE FOR CHILDREN – VICTIMS OF ABUSE AND

VIOLENCE“ PROGRAMME (www.vaikystebesmurto.lt)

Child abuse prevention and assistance to children who have experienced violence and abuse, and theirfamilies, have been one of the most important activities since 1996.The aim of the programme is to create and ensure effective assistance to children who have experiencedviolence, and their families by: strengthening the competence of professionals working with children;ensuring interagency cooperation; representing childrens’ rights and interests; encouraging the society totake social responsibility for children.
A brief overview of the history of the Programme

Since 1996 the Centre has been providing free psychological help for children who have experienced abuse,and their families.Since 1996 the Centre has been preparing and implementing child abuse prevention and interventiontraining programmes for professionals in various fields: psychologists, doctors, law enforcement andeducation workers and Child Rights Protection professionals.In 2005 the Centre concluded a long-term cooperation contract with the OAK Foundation and 6 partnersfrom foreign countries (Poland, Latvia, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Ukraine and Moldova) to implement theprevention programme ‛Childhood Without Violence.’In 2006 the first social campaign ‛Childhood Without Violence’ was implemented. Since 2006, a socialcampaign for children’s protection from violence has been implemented by the Children Support Centreevery year. The implementation of the campaigns aims at informing and empowering the society to protectthe country’s children better (See section Social Campaigns).On 19 October 2006, the first conference ‛Child Witness: Assessment, Treatment and Child SupportProgramme for Children - Victims of Crime’ for professionals in various fields working in the field of
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children’s protection from violence. Each year since 2006, a national or international conference on childabuse prevention and intervention issues has been organized by the Children Support Centre.In 2008 the Children Support Centre started providing free complex assistance, including psychological,social, psychiatric and legal aid, for abused children and their families. The Centre has opened a specializedChildren’s Interrogation Room, where, in cooperation with law enforcement institutions, children arequestioned in forensic interviews. Methodological literature is constantly published and trainings areconducted for childrens’ rights and law enforcement professionals, as well as for social workers,psychologists and other professionals working with child victims of violence. This is an ongoing activity.In 2010 the internet website www.vaikystebesmurto.lt was designed for professionals, parents andchildren, where information on prevention of violence against children is stored. The website is constantlyupdated.In 2010, the Children Support Centre has become a member of the European Alliance of non-governmentalorganizations, to ensure the safety of children in Web space - eNACSO, and actively participates in theactivities of this network so far.
On 14 November 2011, the world famous scientist that works for the protection of children from violence,Prof. Danya Glaser (Great Ormond Street children's Hospital, University of London, United Kingdom), by theinvitation of Children Support Centre read a public lecture on 'Intervention in cases of improper behaviorwith children‘ for professionals working in different areas – doctors, psychologists, social workers, lawyersand other professionals working with children experiencing violence and abuse, and their families. 180professionals participated in the lecture.

On 28 September 2012, was organized National Conference ‘Let’s Protect and Safeguard Early Childhood,''and were invited specialists from all over Lithuania. The Conference was attended by 197 multidisciplinaryspecialists.
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On 27 November 2013, was organizedInternational Conference in Vilnius 'Childhoodwithout violence: possibilities and risks tosafeguard', where participated 180 professionalsworking with children and families.
On 11 December 2013, Human RightsMonitoring Institute announced Aušra Kurienė,Children Support Centre director, 2013 YearHuman Rights Ambassador.

Provided assistance2012-2013 in the Center complex assistance has been provided for 260 children, victims of sexual, physicaland emotional abuse, and for 308 their family members. Children and their family members got assistancefrom psychologist, social worker, psychiatrist and lawyer.2012-2013 psychologists working in the Center participated in 103 forensic interviews with children whichwere carried out in the room of the Center or in other such rooms located in Lithuania.
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Projects implemented in 2012 and 2013

“Child Abandonment and its Prevention in Europe” (01/02/2010 – 31/01/2012)

The aim of the project: to investigate the childabandonment situation and establish the bestmethods of child abandonment prevention inEurope.The project had a number of partners from GreatBritain, Bulgaria, The Czech Republic, Denmark,Poland, France, Romania, Slovenia and Hungary.
The main activities:

• A booklet for specialists ‛When Parents Abandon their Children and How it can be Avoided’ was publishedand distributed.• A methodological publication ‛Child Abandonment and its Prevention in Europe’, designed by aninternational group of authors, has been distributed.The project was sponsored by the European Commission Programme ‛Daphne III.’
„So Small but VIP – the Strengthening of the System of Children’s under five

Protection from Violence“ (31/12/2012 – 01/01/2011)

The aim of the project: to strenghten the system of small children’s (aged from 0 – 5) protection fromviolence and neglect, as well as reinforce small child abuse prevention, by developing interagencycooperation.The project is executed in cooperation with Poznań (Poland) Municipality and non-gonvernmentalorganizations, Umeå (Sweden) Municipality and the University of London (Great Britain).
The main activities carried out during the project• The methodological publications titled ‛Child-harming Behavior: a Methodological Guide for Professionals’and ‛Practical Recommendations Helping to Identify Child Harm Situations’ were prepared for professionalsworking in the field of children’s rights protection (medical doctors, children’s rights protection and lawenforcement professionals, social workers, psychologists, educators and others).
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• The training under the title ‛Violence Against Children: Early Detection, Ways of Assistance andInteragency Cooperation’ for interagency teams was implemented. The training was attended by 23participants, including social workers, children rights protection and police officers, psychologists andsocial psychologists. The training was conducted by two international experts from Sweden - KarinOsterberg and Anki Hedlund.

• An international conference was held on 10 December, 2012 in Poznań (Poland) on delivery andgeneralization of project results, achieved in the countries of project partners.• The internet website www.childunderprotection.eu was updated which contains the information on theproject and the publications issued during the project implementation.The project was sponsored by the European Commission Program ‛Daphne III.’
“The Child is a Witness with Special Needs” (01/05/2011 – 30/04/2013)

The aim of the project: to protect children who are victims of criminal acts (or have become witnesses ofcriminal acts) and therefore they are participating in legal proceedings. The project has been designed forchildren who have become victims of crimes, and their families, as well as for professionals (judges,prosecutors, psychologists, teachers, social workers, psychiatrists) working with child victims of criminaloffenses.The project has been implemented in cooperation with non-governmental organizations ‛Nobody’s ChildrenFoundation’ (Poland), ‛Dardedze’ (Latvia), SAPI (Bulgaria) and the Department of International Cooperationand Human Rights of the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Poland.
Project activities:• Child victims of criminal acts and their parents/carers were provided with psychological and legal / socialassistance.• An investigation into the situation of children’s forensic questioning in Lithuania was conducted: 54criminal cases on sexual abuse caused to 69 children were analyzed during the investigation.
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•Trainings on children’s forensic questioning methodology were conducted for judges, prosecutors, policeofficers and psychologists involved in the children's legal questionings. The training was conducted byMaria Keller-Hamela, a psychologist, expert from Poland and Karina Dekens, an expert from theNetherlands. The training was attended by 35 professionals.
•The methodological publications titled ‛How toQuestion Children’ and ‛Children in the LegalProcess: Situation Analysis and Recommendationsfor Professionals’ have been published anddistributed among professionals conducting legalquestionings of child victims or child witnesses tocriminal activity.
•Several meetings of the National Council of Experts, which brings together professionals working in thefield of child protection from violence, were organized.
The project was sponsored by the Criminal Justice Programme of the Directorate General of the EuropeanCommission of Justice, Freedom and Security.

“Children’s - Victims’ of Crime - Rights to Psychological Support and

Friendly Interviewing Assurance” (01/06/2011 – 31/05/2013)

The aim of the project: to improve the professional knowledge of professionals in various fields workingwith children who are crime victims.The project was implemented in cooperation with organizations ‛Nobody’s Children Foundation’ (Poland),
‛Dardedze’ (Latvia) ir SAPI (Bulgaria).
The main activities of the project:• A national network was designed to help children who became victims of criminal offences.• A series of ongoing (200 hours) interagency trainings under the title ‛A Child as a Violence Victim:Assessment and Forms of Assistance’ for country’s professionals. A number of teams of interagencyprofessionals from Vilnius city, Šiauliai city, and Vilnius, Zarasai, Utena, Visaginas, Biržai, Prienai, Joniškisand Klaipėda districts participated in the trainings.• A social campaign called ‛A Bad Touch’ was implemented. (See section Social Campaigns)•On 28 September 2012, the national conference ‛Let’s Protect and Safeguard Early Childhood,’ took place,where professionals from all over Lithuania where invited. The conference was attended by 197interagency professionals: lawyers, psychologists, social workers, social educators, child protection
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specialists, teachers and other types of professionals. The conference programme consisted of plenarypresentations, workshops and best practices sharing.
•The Advisory Project Committee was established which comprised 13 experts from different institutions:the Controller for the Protection of the Rights of the Child of the Republic of Lithuania, the Ministry of SocialSecurity and Labour of the Republic of Lithuania, The Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Lithuania, thePolice Department, the General Prosecutor’s Office, the Vilnius Regional Prosecutor's Office, and theUniversity of Vilnius and the Institute of Law.
• A book for children called “What Every Child

Should Know About Violence” was designed. • A booklet for children and young people called“You are a witness? Learn about your rights”was designed.

The project was sponsored by the Fundamental Rights and Citizenship Programme of the DirectorateGeneral of the European Commission of Justice, Freedom and Security.
“Preventing and Fighting Sexual Exploitation of Children” (01/12/2011 – 30/11/2013)

The aim of the project: to improve child sexual abuse prevention and intervention system in Lithuania,Latvia and Poland. The project is intended for the professionals working in the field of protection of childrenwho are victims of sexual crimes, and their families.The project was implemented in cooperation with non-governmental organizations ‛Nobody‘s ChildrenFoundation’ (Poland), ‛Dardedze’ (Latvia) and the Institute of Law. The project was funded by the EuropeanCommission.
Project activities:• A psychologist, a social worker, a lawyer and a psychiatrist provided their consultations for sexuallyabused children and their families.• A number of trainings were conducted for supervision professionals working with sexually abusedchildren and their families. 5 teams of interagency professionals from different Lithuanian citiesparticipated in the continuous supervisions and trainings conducted under the project.
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• A series of trainings and a seminar wereconducted for Lithuanian, Polish and Latvianprofessionals working with children whoexperienced sexual abuse, and their families.
• In collaboration with the Institute of Law, an investigation into child victimization was carried out inLithuania.•The meetings of coalitions of organizations working in the field of children’s protection from violence.• The publication titled ‛Child-harming Behaviour: What does the Investigation and the Examples of GoodPractices Show?’• On 27 of November 2013, an international conference called ‛Childhood without Violence: Child ProtectionChallenges and Opportunities’ was held in Vilnius, which was attended by 180 professionals from Lithuania,Latvia, Poland and Russia, working with children: professionals in law enforcement, child protection, health,psychological care, and other fields. Presentations were given by speakers from Lithuania, Iceland and GreatBritain.

• The internet websites www.vaikystebesmurto.lt and www.pozityvitevyste.lt were updated.• A social campaign ‛You Never Know Who is on the Other Side’ was launched on 4 December, 2012. (See
section Social campaigns).Project was sponsored by European Commission’s Prevention of and Fight Against Crime Programme (ISEC)
“Complex support for the children who have experienced abuse, violence victims and their

families” (ongoing project; 17/02/2012 – 31/12/2013)
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The aim of the project: to help the children – the victims of violence and the witnesses to criminalactivities - overcome the injuring consequences of the trauma experienced, and ensure their healthierfunctioning in the family and the community by giving them and their families a quality complex(psychological, social, legal and psychiatric) support, counselling, and strengthening the competence ofprofessionals who provide support to the child victims and their families in Vilnius city, Vilnius district andother Lithuanian cities and districts.
The main activities performed under the project:•In 2012-2013 complex assistance was organized and provided to sexual, physical and emotional abusevictims (189 children and 224 of their family members): psychological assistance - 2506 hours., social care -439 hours., psychiatrist psychotherapist assistance - 120 hours., legal advice - 70 hours., volunteerassistance - 979 hours.•Ongoing training and counselling were conducted for country’s professionals working with children andfamilies, in order to raise the country's specialists qualification and improve the quality of services providedfor child victims throughout the country: a number of interagency professional meetings and casediscussions were organized (190 hrs.), consultations for interagency professionals were also held forprofessionals from Zarasai, Klaipeda, Joniškis, Prienai, Biržai Mažeikiai and other districts (96 ac. hrs., 135participants);•The necessary intervention, support availability and effectiveness were reinforced in the child victimsplaces of residence: in the district municipalities of Vilnius city, as well as in Vilnius, Zarasai, Biržai, Klaipėda,Joniškis, Visaginas and Mažeikiai district municipalities.The project was sponsored by the Ministry of Social Security and Labour.

“Security from Violence and Sexual Abuse Prevention Programme

for Health Promotion Institutions” (from September to December 2012)

The aims of the programme: to train health promotion professionals to carry out ‛The Violence and SexualAbuse Prevention Programme’, to increase the expertise of specialists by providing them with knowledgeabout child sexual abuse and its characteristics; to reduce the risk of sexual violence by conductingeducational activities
The activities performed under the programme:•The project involved 42 professionals working in health care institutions and social institutions in 14Lithuanian cities. The professionals were trained to execute ‛The Violence and Sexual Abuse PreventionProgramme’, which is based on the children’s safety skills development. They also gained some knowledgeabout the characteristics of sexual abuse and violence against children, as well as about short-term andlong-term consequences caused by violence against children.
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• The professionals, trained during the project implementation, conducted safety skills trainings at theirworkplaces for children of all ages and were provided with supervisions-consultations on conducting oftrainings.The project was sponsored by The Ministry of Health of the Republic of Lithuania.

“Keeping Youth Away from Crime:

Searching for Best European Practices” (January 2013 – January 2015)Project is coordinated by organization from Latvia, Centre for public policy “Providus”. Partners of theproject: International Observatory of Juvenile Justice (Belgium), International Child Development Initiatives(The Netherlands), University of Edinburg (Great Britain), Ministry of Justice (Estonia).
The activities performed under the project:• A study has been carried out in five European countries (Lithuania, Great Britain, Latvia, Estonia and theNetherlands) on the best and latest practices and techniques used to protect young people from violence.• To understand the best practices available in different countries, the professionals working under theproject have visited Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia and Great Britain. During the visits, specialist communicationnetwork was expanded and the experience on using the prevention and intervention methods in thesecountries was shared.The project is sponsored by the European Commission.
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“Development and implementations of the model of early prevention and

intervention work with risk family in Lithuania” (4 November 2013 – 3 April 2015)

The aim of the programme: to develop effectiveand complex system of early prevention andintervention work with risk families and model ofassistance for abused children in the municipalities.
Partners of the programme: NGO ‘Institute of Family Relations’, Children rights protection services inVilnius and Kaunas cities, Kaunas, Klaipėda, Mažeikiai, Zarasai and Visaginas districts municipalities.
The main activities:

 To create interagency teams of professionals in 7 municipalities: Vilnius and Kaunas city, Kaunas,Klaipėda, Mažeikiai, Visaginas and Zarasai districts.
 Round table discussions in the municipalities.
 Trainings for the professionals: safe attachment development programme SAFE, trainings of positiveparenting, intervention in the crisis, integrated assistance for children and families, encouragementof the families to accept help.
 Providing help for the families.
 Meetings and consultations of interagency teams in the municipalities.
 Effectiveness assessment of the pilot model.
 Prepare methodical tools for implementation of Integrated assistance Model.
 Involvement of NGO’s for enhancing help system for the families.

The project is sponsored by the NGO Programme Lithuania of the European Economic Area FinancialMechanism (EEA Grants) 2009-2014 (http://eeagrants.com, www.nvoprograma.lt).
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SOCIAL CAMPAIGNS

(www.vaikystebesmurto.lt/lt/kampanijos-ir-projektai )

“Bad Touch” (2011-2012)

In 2011-2012 Children Support Centre launched a social campaign against child sexual abuse with theslogan ‛Bad Touch. The Kids who Experienced it Want to be Invisible.This social campaign was primarily intended for parents and carers, as well as professionals working withchildren: teachers, educators, psychologists, social workers, law enforcement specialists, and otherprofessionals.The goals of the social campaign was to: draw people's attention to sexually abused children; protectchildren from sexual abuse; help sexually abused children.During the campaign, video clips were shown, radio stories were broadcast, posters and leaflets weredistributed. Information for the parents and professionals is accessible all the time on the websitewww.vaikystebesmurto.ltTo implement the social campaign, Children Support Centre was cooperating with Polish non-governmentalorganization The Nobody’s Children Foundation.

Project Sponsors: the Fundamental Rights and Citizenship Programme of the Directorate General of theEuropean Commission of Justice, Freedom and Security and OAK Foundation.
Campaign partners: The Controller for the Protection of the Rights of the Child, The Ministry of Justice ofthe Republic of Lithuania, The Ministry of Social Security and Labour of the Republic of Lithuania; TheLithuanian Radio and Television; The News Radio; ‛Grab Media’ and ‛Clear Channel.’
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“You Never Know Who is on the Other Side” (2012 – 2013)The aim of the social campaign under the title "You Never Know Who is on the Other Side," launched on 4December, 2012, was to draw attention to the children's communication in the cyberspace and the dangerslying in real - life meetings; to increase children and adolescents’ online safety and enhance adults’responsibilities.
During the social campaign:• A press conference was held to present the idea of   the campaign, its objectives and activities. Thepress conference was attended by: Aušra Kurienė, the Director of Children Support Centre; Audronė Bedorf,the Consultant to the Children’s Rights Ombudsman Service; Edita Tamošiūnaitė, the Deputy Director of theVilnius City Municipality Administration; and Dominykas Vaitiekūnas, the actor, singer and the host of theshow ‛Lietuvos Tūkstantmečio vaikai.’• A number of posters and leaflets for children, containing advice on safe online communication, werepublished and distributed.• Massive posters of the campaign were hanging in Vilnius, Kaunas, Klaipėda, Panevėžys and Šiauliai.• A video clip promoting the campaign was broadcast on the national television, in the cinemas, in Vilniusand Klaipeda public transport, in the libraries and distributed on the Internet.The campaign soundtrack was broadcast on the radio.• The website www.vaikystebesmurto.lt was supplemented by a social campaign column, whereinformation was uploaded for children and teenagers about safe online communication. The column alsoconsists some information for parents and professionals on the ways of communicating with children aboutonline safety. All the tools of the social campaign were also uploaded to the website.
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The Polish non-governmental organization ‛Nobody's Children Foundation,’ which is a partner of theChildren Support Centre, successfully implemented a similar campaign in Poland in 2004, and later enabledLithuanian institutions to adapt and implement such a campaign in our country. Free advertising wasdeveloped by ‛VA Strategic Communication’ (Poland).
Social campaign sponsors: The European Commission and OAK Foundation
Campaign partners: Vilnius City Municipality, the Children's Rights Ombudsman Service, the Ministry ofInternal Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania, company TEO, Friendly Internet, Child line and Youth line.
Media Sponsors: the Lithuanian Television, the Lithuanian Radio, The County Public Libraries Association,the internet portal Delfi.lt "Forum Cinemas", Carlson’s Cinema, Radio Station FM 99, Šiauliai Television,Klaipeda Passenger Transport and the magazine ‛Mama ir Tėtis’ (‛Mom and Dad’).
“Protect me - I am small” (2012-2013)A number of promotional videos and other material was used to implement the social campaign against theuse of corporal punishment against infants and young children, called ‛Protect me – I am Small’ in 2012. Thecampaign was addressed to parents, foster parents with small children and also to professionals and to thepublic. A survey on the awareness and necessity of the social campaign in Lithuania showed that the publicpaid attention to this problem. Social campaign was on the mass media, video clips were shown at publictransportation in Kaunas and Klaipėda cities and trough Lietuvos rytas TV, posters were posted at Vilniuscity bus stops and in other places, audio clip was aired on several radio stations. On 14 March 2012 BNSpress center was held the press conference. All the information of social campaign is available on thewebsite www.pozityvitevyste.lt

Campaign partners: the campaign ‘Protect me – I am small’ was part of a project implemented by TheNobody’s Children Foundation (Poland), SAPI (Bulgaria), centre ‘Dardedze’ (Latvia) and Children SupportCentre. It was also the part of the projects ‘Protect Early Childhood’ and ‘Childhood without violence’.
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“Words can Hurt for a Lifetime” (2013-2014)On 12 December, 2013 the Children Support Centre launched a social campaign under the title ‛Words canHurt for a Lifetime’ with the slogan ‛Think before your words have harmed your child.’
The goal of the social campaign is to draw adults’ attention to adults’ emotional violence against children,the long-term effects of such violence on a child’s development, behaviour, emotional state and self-esteem,and promote positive parenting techniques. During the campaign, adults were helped to realize that a childwho is called ‛a moron’, ‛a nincompoop’ or ‛a fool’ by his parents, will never consider himself amazing,unique and extraordinary, he will never believe that he is his parents’ pride and joy, that he is normal. Thesocial campaign was designed to encourage adults to think and stop before their negative words haveharmed their child, and to apply positive parenting techniques towards their children. The campaign wasintended for adults who have children, communicate with children or work with children
Similar campaign was implemented in Poland in 2012 by The Nobody's Children Foundation. Theorganization allowed the Children Support Centre to adapt the social campaign to the needs of Lithuaniansociety and implement it in Lithuania. Free advertising was created by advertising agency ‛Publicis.’
Campaign tools: the company launch event took place in the Europe Square on December 12; large posterswere exhibited in 5 major Lithuanian cities; a booklet for parents and the magnet ‛101 praise for kids' werereleased; information on the emotional violence against children and positive parenting techniques waspublished on the relevant websites.

Campaign partners: ‛Save the Children’, The Children's Rights Ombudsman Service, the State Child RightsProtection and Adoption Service under the Ministry of Social Security and Labour, the Vilnius CityMunicipality, Nobody's Children Foundation and the advertising agency ‘Publicis’ Riga
Campaign sponsors: the OAK Foundation, „Flexpro“ and Delfi.lt.
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Finances

Projects and Sources of Financing, 2012 - 2013 m. m.

Project name Source of Financing Litas
Big Brothers Big Sisters programme‘Expansion of Big Brothers Big Sisters’ in Vilnius andin Lithuania’ UAB TEO 75,000Western Union 51,368‘Young Volunteers: Better Now than Never’ Vilnius City Municipality 4,800‘I Am Learning from an Elder Friend’ Vilnius City Municipality 1,000‘Rest for Growth’ Vilnius City Municipality 2,000‘Let’s Help the Migrant Children to Adapt’ Aukok.lt 4,379
Violence against children prevention and
intervention‘Childhood Without Violence’ OAK foundation 143,242‘Integrated Assistance for Child Victims of Violence,Witnesses of Violence, and Their Families‘ Ministry of SocialSecurity and Labour 113,706‘Securing the Rights to Psychological Assistance andFriendlyInterviewing for Children, Victims of Crime‘ 06.2011 –05.2013

European Commission 241,268
‘Child – A Witness with Special Needs‘ 05.2011 –04.2013 European Commission 209,197‘So Small but VIP‘ 2011 – 2012 European Commission 383,002‘Smack free home for every child’ 02.2011 – 01.2013 European Commission 216,912‘Let’s Protect and Safeguard Early Childhood” 2011 –08.2012 World Childhoodfoundation 133,430‘Preventing and Intervening in a Sexual ExploitationofChildren‘ 12.2011 – 11.2013 European Commission 473,980Prevention programme of sexual abuse againstchildren and sexual exploitation preparation andtesting National Centre forSpecial Needs Educationand Psychology 83,000
‛Security from Violence and Sexual Abuse PreventionProgramme for Health Promotion Institutions’ Ministry of Health 7,900Integrated programme of preschool age childrenbehavioural disorders and early intervention Ministry of Health 7,000Vilnius City Municipality 13,500Preparation of professionals to conduct trainings oncritical situations at preschool institutions National Centre forSpecial Needs Educationand Psychology 9,000‘Searching for Best European Practices on protectionyouth from crime’ European Commission 42,038
Psychologists training program ‘Consultation of riskgroup children and teenagers’ 2012- 2014 National Centre forSpecial Needs Educationand Psychology 108,000Develop of assistance model to risk families inmunicipalities 11.2013 – 05.2015 NGO programme 464,497Conflict prevention programme preparation andtesting National Centre forSpecial Needs Education 89,000
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and PsychologyTrainings for child rights protection professionals State Child RightsProtection and AdoptionService 34,700
Spread of the programme ‘Positive parenting’

Positive parenting trainings to school professionals National Centre forSpecial Needs Educationand Psychology 90,000Foster children integration into school – educationalproject 2012-2013 SOS Children’s Village 14,500Families strengthening – educational project SOS Children’s Village 7,600Empowering families to overcome crisis Ministry of SocialSecurity and Labour 8,000
Spread of the programme ‘Second Step’Spread of the programme ‘Second Step” in Lithuania Ministry of Educationand Science 342,070
Incomes from Services ProvidedPsychological counselling and supervisions 206,374Child forensic interviewing 21,600Trainings 134,836
Donations to activities of Children Support CentreCOMMUNITY ACTION LITHUANIA 1,294Mandatum Life 3,450Individual donations 3,029Residents of Lithuania who donated 2% of theirincome taxes in 2012 and 2013 19,636
Total: 3,764,308

Nonmonetary donations Equivalent in LitasMaisto bankas 671UAB "Šviesa" 1188VšĮ Komedijos teatras 360UAB Vilniaus autobusu stotis 1103UAB "FLEXPRO" 770UAB "Nestle Baltics" 330
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Thank you all for contributing to the work of Children Support Centre!

VšĮ Paramos vaikams centras

Lavių g. 19A, LT-08113, Vilnius

a/s LT39730010000064344

www.pvc.lt
www.pozityvitevyste.lt
www.vaikystebesmurto.lt


